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COMMUTATOR IDENTITIES OBTAINED BY THE MAGNUS ALGEBRA 
Anthony M. Gaglione* and Dennis Spellman 
I. Introduction. In this paper, two related commutator identities are established 
through the use of the Magnus Algebra (the algebra of noncommutative formal power 
series with integral coefficients). These identities are connected with identities of 
P. Hall (Theorem 12.3.1 of [1] and Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 of [2])and ofR. R. Struik 
(equation (56) of [4] and Theorem 1 of [5]). They involve basic commutators. The 
basic commutators derived from the generators of a free group are implicit in the work 
of P. Hall [2] and have been studied extensively by many others: e.g., see M. Hall, Jr. 
[ 1 ], M. A. Ward [ 7 ], H. V. Waldinger and A.M. Gaglione [5,6]. 
This work arose as the result of research on the lower central series of a free 
product of cyclic groups [6]. Identity (2.6) of Theorem 2.2 (one of the main results) 
is very useful in computations involving the factor groups of the lower central series of 
such free products (see Section 4 of [61). Moreover, the identities established here 
should be of interest in themselves and be important for solving other group 
theoretical problems. 
The identities of [1, 2, 4] were obtained through the "collection process" of 
P. Hall and required complicated existence and precedence conditions. (See Theorem 
3.1 of [2], Theorem 12.3.1 of [1] and Lemma 4 of [4].) Here we proceed through 
the use of the Magnus Algebra and thus avoid these complicated conditions but 
require instead elementary properties of binomial coefficients. 
In order to proceed with our proofs, we give a discussion of the requisite group 
theoretical foundations from the commutator calculus in the next section. 
Furthermore, we also give a preliminary discussion of the Magnus Algebra in Section 
II. As a reference for all properties of the Magnus Algebra, see Chapter 5 of [3]. 
Finally the authors would like to thank H. V. Waldinger for his encouragement 
*The research ofthis author was supported by a grant from the Naval Academy Research Council. 
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while preparing this paper, for reading the manuscript and making helpful criticisms. 
II. Preliminaries on the commutator calculus. 
II(a). Group theoretical foundations. We start by giving some notation and 
definitions used throughout his paper. Let Z be the set of integers, Z+ be the set of 
positive integers and Zo+ be the set of nonnegative integers. Let F be the free group of 
rank r (1 < r < oo), i.e., 
(2.1) F= (Cl,C2,...,Cr). 
If x,y 6 F then the commutator 
(2.2) (x,y) = x-ly-lxy. 
The lower central series of F is an infinite sequence of subgroups 
F = F 1 ___ F 2_D'"D_ F n_D Fn+ 1 _D--. 
defined by setting Fn+ 1 = (Fn, F), i.e., the group generated by all commutators ofthe 
form (Xn, Y) with x n6 F n and y6 F. Also the left-normed commutator 
(...((al,a2),a 3) ..... a n) will often be abbreviated as(al,a2,...,an). 
We now construct and order the basic commutators. This is done by induction. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The basic commutators of weight one are the free generators 
in some fixed but arbitrary order. Having defined and ordered basic commutators of 
weight less than n (n 6 Z+), we use these to get the ones of weight n. The basic 
commutators of weight n are commutators of the form 
Ck = (ci, c j) 
where c i and cj are basic ommutators with weights W(c i)and W(cj) respectively, such 
that (i) n = W(c i)+ W(cj), (ii) c i> cj, and (iii) if c i= (Cs,Ct), hen cj >• c t. Basic 
commutators of the same weight are put in a fixed but arbitrary order. Moreover, a 
basic commutator of weight n is greater than any of weight less than n. 
We shall assume that the subscripts for the basic commutators are chosen so that 
c i is the i-th basic commutator in their ordering. It can be shown that a basic 
commutator f weight n is in F n but not in Fn+l. Moreover since the intersection f
all terms of the lower central series of F is the identity, i.e., F is residually nilpotent 
(see [3]), for any nontrivial element g G F there exists a n G Z+ with g G F n but 
g • Fn+ 1' We call n the weight, W(g), of g. 
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Furthermore, we use the following subscript notation. Let n CZ+ and 
Cl,C 2 .... ,Cq(n) be the basic ommutators of weight less than or equal to n in their 
assigned order, i.e., q(n) is the number of basic commutators of weight less than or 
equal to n in F. The name basic commutator is appropriate in the sense of the 
following theorem [ 1 ]: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let n C Z+. An arbitrary g • F has a unique representation 
ncl(n)oeio, od (2.3) g = ssi-=l •i '" Fn+l' 
Moreover, the basic commutators of weight n form a basis for the free AbelJan group 
Fn/Fn+ 1' 
II(b). Statement of the commutator identities. We are now ready to state our 
identities. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 
(2.4) c = cj = (fl,f2 .... ,fs) 
be a lefi-normed basic commutator such that each fi (1 •< i •< s) is a generator and 
each generator c i (1 •< i •< r) in the presentation (2.1) off occurs at least once among 
fl,f2,...,fs. (Note that if every generator does not occur among the fi's, then we can 
consider a free group, F, of smaller ank. ) Let cr • Z+ and p be a fixed positive prime. 
Let n • Z+ be such that n > s. For a fixed k • Z+ with 1 < k •< s, let 
(2.5) cx= (fl,f2,...,fk_l,fk,fk,...fk,fk+l,...fs). 
p-times 
Then 
(2.6a) c =(fl,f2,... fk_ l, 1,...,rs) 
= pCL---q(n) . bi pfii(2.6b) cj [tti=q(s),lC i )rood Fn+ 1
where 
(i) qb i G Z, 
(ii) •i =crførs<w(c i)•<s+p-landi•x, 
(iii) ½X? x =per-1 mod per, 
(iv) •i = cr- 1 for s + p •< W(c i) < s + p2-1, 
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(v) /•i =ø•-mførs+pm•<w(ci )+l•s+pm+land2•<m•o•, 
(vi) /•i = 0 for s + pa_ 1 •< W(ci). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F, p and a be as in Theorem 2.2. Let n E Z+. Then 
•(n)?j? j (2.7) P= (ClC 2"-cr )pa • Ily•l j mod Fn+ 1 
where 
(i) qOj E Z, 
(ii) ½j= l for l •< j•< r, 
(iii) /•j = a - m for pm •< W(cj) < pm+l and 0•< m < a, 
(iv) l•j = 0 for pa •< W(cj). 
We note that (2.6) becomes an identity of R. R. Struik [4, 5] fora = 1, s = 2 and 
n = p + 1. Also (2.7) becomes an identity of P. Hall (Theorem 3.2 of [2]) in a special 
case. Moreover by reason of Lemma 2.1, which occurs in the next subsection, (2.7) is 
implied by Theorem 12.3.1 of [ 1 ]. 
II(c). Preliminaries on the Magnus Algebra. Corresponding to the free group F in 
(2.1), we introduce the free associative algebra A (called A(Z,r) in [3 ] ) having the free 
generators X l,X2,...,xr Here A is the algebra of noncommutative formal power series 
in Xl,X 2 ..... x r with coefficients in Z. Then F is embedded in A by means of the 
substitutions 
(2.8a) c i=l+x i, 
3+... (2.8b) cil = 1- x i+ xi2- xi 
for i = 1,2 .... r. If a G F, then the substitutions (2.8) yield 
(2.9) a= 1 + Z•'=lXn(a)= 1 +o(a) 
uniquely, where Xn(a) is the homogeneous component of degree n of the 
representation of a in A. Moreover, our representation of F given by equations (2.8) is 
known to conform to Theorems 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 below. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let a G F have weight W(a) = n G Z+. Then W(a) = 1 if and 
only if Xl(a) :P- 0. Moreover, W(a) = n > 1 if and only if(i) Xn(a) • 0 and Xk(a) = 0 
for k < n. (If W(a) = n, then we will also denote Xn(a) by 6(a) just as in Definition 5.6 
of [31.) 
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THEOREM 2.5. Suppose a • F, W(a) = 1 and 
ei 
a- = II•=lC i mod F 2. 
Then 
(2.10) fi(a) = zir=leiX . 
Next if c = (a,b) • F such that c -• 1 and W(c) = W(a) + W(b), then 
(2.1 1) fi(c) = fi(a)fi(b)- fi(b)fi(a) 
i.e., fi(c) = [fi(a),fi(b)], the ring commutator of fi(a) and fi(b). Moreover for a = 1 + x, 
b = I +ywith x,y •E A, 
oo n )nxSyn-S (2.12) c = 1 + •n=0•s=0(-1 [x,y]. 
(cfi with equation (7a) on page 314 of [3] .) 
Before we state Theorem 2.6, we introduce some more notation and we also give 
one definition. Let c k be the k-th basic ommutator inthe ordering of Definition 2.1. 
We denote b(c k) by z k and we call it the k-th basic Lie element. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let r/1 ,r/2,"',r/m • Z and c 1 ,c2,'",ef • Z+. Any sum 
(:.13) Zl?jZ j 
is said to be a Lie element. A product of the form 
(2.14) IIf=l z•, 
where (i) fG Z+ and (ii) k 1 < k 2 <..-< kf if f> 1, is said to be a basic product. If 
Cq(d_l)+l,Cq(d_l)+2,...,Cq(d) are the basic ommutators f weight d(note q(0)= 0), 
then the Lie element 
(2.15) Z?_-(qdtd_ 1 )+lr/jzj 
is siad to be a homogeneous Lie element of degree d. 
THEOREM 2.6. The basic Lie elements form a basis for the Lie elements ofA o. 
(Here A o is the subalgebra of A which consists of all linear sums of finitely many 
monomials.) The basic products together with 1 form a basis for all the elements of 
Ac• If a G F and W(a) = d, then fi(a) is a unique homogeneous Lie element of degree d. 
Moreover if fi(a) is the sum (2.15), then 
(2.16) a-- II?=(qdld_l)+l c?modF + 1.
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We will prove our identities by the use of the binomial theorem. For this 
purpose, we require 
REMARK 2.1. The binomial theorem is used as follows: let a C F. Then 
oo m ' (2.17) a m = (1 +o(a)) m = 23j=0 (j)(o(a)) J 
where mC Z, (r•)= m(m-1)(m-2)"-(m-j+l)/j! if j> 0,(o(a)) ø= 1 and (•)-- 1. We 
observe that if m C Z+ the sum (2.17) is finite and reduces to the "ordinary 
terminating binomial expansion" since j > m yields a factor of (m- m)-0 in the 
numerator of (•). Of course, o(a) itself might be a formal infinite sum. 
In addition to the notation introduced in (2.9), we also require 
CONVENTION 2.1. For n C Z+, the Magnus ymbol 23 n shall represent any 
element of the Magnus Algebra A which contains no term of degree less than n. The 
possibility hat 23 n = 0 shall not be excluded. We also denote by X m either zero or any 
homogeneous polynomial of degree m in the generators Xl,X2,...,x r of A. 
Our principal use of the X m will be to denote the homogeneous component ofdegree 
m in 23 n whenever m • n. The reader should be clear that the Magnus ymbols 23 n as 
well as the symbols X m are used analogously to the Landau symbols and may 
represent different quantities within the same context. 
For example, suppose that 
(2.18) a = 1 +(x 1 +x2) EA. 
Then 
(2.1 9) a 2 = 1 + 2 o(a) + (o (a)) 2 
where o(a) = x 1 + x2' Calculating further, we obtain 
(2.20) a2 = 1 + 2(x 1+ x 2) + (xt2 + XlX 2+ x2x 1+ x22). 
We may write variously as we prefer 
(2.21) a 2= 1 + 231 
or 
(2.22) a 2 = 1 + 231 ¾ 232 
(2.23) a 2= 1 + 223 1 + 232 
231 = X I+X 2 = 2(x l+x 2) + (x•+xlx 2+x2x l+x•) where in (2.21 ); 
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Z1 = X1 = 2(Xl + x2) or Z1 = 2X1 = 2(Xl +x2) and Z2 = X2 = 
x12+XlX 2+x2x l+x22in(2.22);and Z I=X 1 =x l+x 2 and Z2=X 2=x12+xlx 2+ 
x2x 1+ x22 in (2.23). 
Our proofs of the commutator identities (2.6) and (2.7) rest on known properties 
of binomial coefficients here stated as 
LEMMA 2.1. For n • Z+, let e(n) be the largest exponent t such that 
n = 0 mod pt. Let o•,j • Z+ and j •< pC• (p is a fixed positive prime). Then 
(2.24) e(• ø•) =o• - e(j). 
Moreover, 
(2.25) (•cr) = per-1 ood per. 
PROOF. We note that 
(2.26) (jpC•) = pC•(pC•_ 1 )i! '(PC•-(J-1 ))-Npc• J 
pC•_ 1 pC•. where N= 1 for j = 1 but N = ( j _ 1 ) for 1 < j •< Hence N G Z+ and N • 0 mod p. 
Thus (2.26) implies (2.24). Finally, we find (2.25) by computing N forj = p. 
For the proof of identity (2.6), we also require Lemma2.2 which follows from 
an easy induction on k. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x,y • A• Put Yo = Y and Yk+l = [Yk ,x] for k • Zo+. Then 
(2.27) yk = 2•=0(-1)j(jk.)xJyxk-J. 
III. Proof of the identities. Let n,d G Z+ and a G F have W(a) = d. Suppose that 
d •< n. We wish to express a uniquely in the form 
nq(n)cei (3.1) a-=.•i=l i modFn+ 1
according to Theorem 2.1. For this purpose, we describe a procedure here called the 
n-representation computation f a. (Note if d > 1, then e 1 = e 2 ..... eq(d_l) =0.) 
DEFINITION 3.1. The elementary d-representation computation of a 
determines theexponents eq( d_ 1)+ 1,eq(d- 1 )+2,'",eq(d) occuring in (3.1) in two steps 
as follows: (i) Xd(a) is found by the substitutions (2.8). (Note that Xh(a)= 0 for 
1 •< h < d by Theorem 2.4.) (ii) We express every monomial inXd(a) and thus Xd(a) 
itself as a sum of basic products, according to Theorem 2.6. Since Xd(a)= /•(a) is a 
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homogeneous Lie dement of degree d, by the same theorem, all the basic products in 
this representation f Xd(a) which are not basic Lie elements have coefficients equal 
to 0. Thus the sum for Xd(a) has the form (2.15) so that a has the form (2.16). This 
gives the required ei. 
Continuing with our definition, let a 1 = a. For n > d, let 
t nq(d+v-2) c•i)-lal av = t sii=q(d-1)+l 
where v= 2,3,...,(n-d+ 1). The n-representation computation of a finds 
eq(d- 1)+ 1,eq(d- 1)+2,'",eq(n) by first carrying out the elementary d-representation 
computation of a l, then the elementary (d + 1)-representation computation of a2, 
etc., finally carrying out the elementary n-representation computation of an_d+ l' This 
completes Definition 3.1. 
To obtain identities (2.6) and (2.7) by the computations of Definition 3.1, we 
first express C and P (see (2.6a) and (2.7)) through the substitutions (2.8). For this 
purpose, let us first suppose that the generator, fk, in (2.5) is 1 +x i from the 
substitutions (2.8). Using the binomial theorem (Remark 2.1), the notation of 
Convention 2.1 and Lemma 2.1, we find that 
a pa ß f• = Zj:O( j )x• 
(3.2) = 1 + pa 51 + pa-lx• + pa-1 Zp+l 
+ pa-2 Z  +" '+ PZpa-1 + Spa P 
where we may take 
(3.3) Z1 z•llPøtx4+ 1 (pot pot-1 = --[ )- pot(j ) i pot p
(3.4) Zp+ 1 =zP 2'1 1 (pot xi,j=p+l p-•-l'j ) i' 
= zp3-•l 1 tpot•,•j (3.5) j=p•'p•-2'j "•i' Zp2 
o.., 
=•;pot-I __l Potx! (3.6) 1 j=pot-1 p (j) i' •pa- 
and •;pot = xl•ot. Note that (2.25) was used in writing the second term on the right 
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hand side of (3.3). Moreover, an easy induction on s = W(c) together with Theorem 
2.5 and equation (3.2) shows that 
(3.7) b(C) = pø•b(c) 
where C and c are as in (2.6a) and (2.4), respectively. 
To facilitate the rest of our computation, put c' = (fl,f2,...,fk_l). Then Theorem 
2.4 implies that 
(3.8) c' ='1 + 22k-1' 
We observe that for each fixed x C A, the "derivation" 
D x (3.9) A • A 
defined by 
(3.10) Dx(u) = Ix, u] = xu - ux 
for all u C A is an endomorphism of A as a Z-module. Letting x = 22k-1, 
y = fPk ø•- 1 = pø•22 1 + pø•-lx•P + pø•-I 22p+ 1 +'"+ 22 
and 
oo n )nxSyn-S ' z = 22n=1 22s=0(-1 
we have by virtue of equations (2.12), (3.2) and (3.8) the following: 
, p& (3.11) (c,f•)=(1 +x, 1 +y)= 1 +(1 + z)[x,y] 
= 1 + (1 + z)Dx(Y) 
= 1 + (1 + z)Dx(P&221 + p&-lx• + p&-I Zp+ 1 '"+ 
= 1 + (1 + z)(P&Dx(22 1 )+ p&-lDx(xl •) + p&-lDx(22p+ 
+ p&-2Dx(22p2) +.-.+ PDx(22p&_ 1) + Dx(22pt Q) 
= 1 + (1 + z)(p&[22k. l,221] + p&'l(22k_lXl • - x ?k_ 
+ p&-I [22k-l,22p+l ] + P&'2122k-l,22p2] +'" 
+ P[22k-l,22pa-1 ] + ]) [22k-1,22pa 
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= 1 + (1 + z)(petZ k + pet-l(Zk_lX • - x•Y•k_l) 
+ pq-1 + pq-2Z +...+ p y• + • ) Y•k+p k+p2_l k+p or-1-1 k+peC1 
= 1 + p"(1 +z)Z k+ p"'l(1 +z)Y•k_lX F - p"-l(1 + z)XFZk_ 1 
+ p•-l(1 + Z)Ek+ p +' "+ (1 + Z)Ek+p•_l. 
Absorbing the (1 + z) factor into the Magnus symbols, we have 
(3.12) (c',f•) =1 + ,•Z k + ,•-lZk_lX • - ,øt-l(x•Zk_ 1 + zx•Zk_l) 
+ p•-I Zk+p +" '+ Z k+p•_l ' 
But the term pa-lz X•Zk_ 1 is absorbed into pa-1 if z has terms of positive degree Y•k+p 
in the free generators of the ring A0 whose completion is A; otherwise pa-lz X•Zk_ 1 is 
absorbed into pa-lx•Zk_ 1. Hence in ither vent, 
(c',f• •) = 1 + P•Zk + P•-l(Y•k-lX•- X•Zk-1) (3.13) 
+ p•-I + p•-2Z +.. + + y• Zk+p k+p 2-1 ' PZk+p•- 1_ 1 k+p •-1' 
Furthermore, Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.2 imply that 
(3.14) /i(c',f k ..... fk )= Z•=0(-1)J(P.)xJ.X•, ,(c')x  p-j 
- J 1 •,.-s 1 
p-times 
where Xk_l(C') = /•(c') =/•(1 + Yk-1) and here •;k-1 is as in (3.8) (also see equation 
(2.9) and Convention 2.1). In lieu of Lemma 2.1 together with the observation that p 
does not divide the (jP.) in(3.14) precisely for j =0 and j = p, we conclude from 
equation (3.14) that 
(3.15) •i(c',f k ..... fk )= Xk_l(C')X • - •Xk_l(C') + PXk+p_ 1 
p-times 
where Xk+p. 1 is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k+p-1. We claim that (3.15) 
holds for p = 2 just as well as for odd primes p. This is seen as follows: for p = 2, 
equation (3.15) becomes /i(c',fk,f k) = Xk_l(C')X • + x•Xk_l(C' ) + 2Xk+ 1.But 
xi2Xk_l(C') =-X•Xk_l(C') + 2X•Xk_l(C')and so the term 2x•Xk.l(C')can be absorbed 
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into 2Xk+ 1.This gives b(c',fk,f k): Xk.l(C')Xi2- xi2Xk_l(C') + 2 Xk+ 1 which s ows 
that (3.1 5) does indeed hold for p = 2. 
Now togo from (c',f• ø ) in (3.13) to C in (2.6a), wemust commute (c',f• ø ) with 
fk+l,fk+2 ..... fs' Thus calling fk+l = 1 +xt, Theorem 2.5 applied as in the 
computation (3.8) - (3.1 3), used to obtain equation (3.1 3), yields 
= 1 + pøt23k+ 1 + pøt-l(23k_lX • - x]•23k_l)Xt 
(3.16) _ pO•-lxt(23k_lX• - x•23k_l) +pO•-I 23k+l+p 
(c', f•,fk+ 1 )
+.--+ +23 + pø•-223k+ l+p2_ 1 P23k+l+pO•-l_ 1 k+l+pO•_ 1' 
But 
(3.17) pø•-l((23k_lX • - x•23k_l)X t - xt(23k_lX•- x•23k_l) ) 
= pøt-1 (23k+ p - x•23 k - 23kX•). 
Putting- 23kX• = 23kX•- 2 23kX• and letting the term-2 23kX• get absorbed into23k+p 
the second line of (3.1 7) becomes 
pOVl + 23kX•- x•23k) ' (23k+p 
Substituting this into (3.1 6) yields 
(c',f•ø•,fk+ 1) = 1 + pøt23k+ 1 + pøvl(23kX • - X•Zk) 
+ pO•-I 23k+p  pO•-223 k+l+p2-1 
Continuing in this way and repeatedly applying Theorem 2.5, we get 
C 1 + pø•23 s + pø•-l(23s_lX • - x• 1) + pø•'123s_1+ p (3.1 8) + +...+ + . to s+  2-1 P2 s+pOt- 1_ 1 23s+p øt- 1 
+'"+23 
k+ 1 +pa_ 1' 
Next to go from (c',fk,...,f k) in (3.15) to c x in (2.5), we must also commute with 
fk+ 1,fk+2 ..... fs' Applying Theorem 2.5 repeatedly and proceeding ina manner exactly 
analogous to that of equations (3.1 6) - (3.18), we have that 
(3.19) b(cx) = Xs_lX • - x•Xs_ 1 +Xs+p_l) + p Xs+p_ 1 
where the leading term of (23s_lX•-X• 23s-1 + 23s+p-1) in (3.18) is precisely the
homogeneous polynomial (Xs_ 1x• - x•Xs_ 1 +Xs+p_ 1) in (3.1 9). This follows because 
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the computation involved in going from (3.13) to (3.18) and (3.15) to (3.19), i.e., 
commuting with fk+l ..... fs does exactly the same thing to the leading term of 
Zk_lX•-X•Zk_ 1 in(3.13), which isXk_l(C')X •- •Xk_l(C')in (3.15), in both 
expressions. 
Finally, substituting (3.19) into (3.18) and also using (3.7) yields 
i o•-I C = I + pø•6(c) + pø•Zs+ 1 + p•'16(cx) + p Zs+p (3.20) a-2 + +...+ P Zs+p2_l PZs+p•-l_l s+p•_l' 
We now consider P = (c1 c2 "' Cr )p•' Evidently, the substitutions (2.8) yield 
•lCj = •1(1 + xj)= 1 + •=16(cj)+ •2' 
•tting • 1 = El= 16(cj) + •2 in accordance with Convention 2.1 and using Remark 2.1 
yields 
P=(1 + •1 )p•= •0(•)(• 1 •. 
So that Convention 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 imply that 
• • r b(cj) + Zp P = 1 + p Ej=l P•E2 +p•-I (3.21) + p•-2E 2 +" '+ + p PZp•-I 
Making use of Deflation 3.1, let us ca• out the n-representation computation 
of C as •ven by (3.20) and the n-representation computation of P as given by (3.21). 
We note that since Xs(C) = p•b(c) =p•b(cj) = p•zj (see quations (2.9) and (2.4)), the 
elementaw •representation computation of C gives ej= p•(q(s - 1) + 1 • j • q(s)) but 
ei= 0 for q(s- 1) + 1 • i • q(s) and i•j. According to Definition 3.1, we let C 1 = C 
and put C 2 = (c•J)-lc1 . Now Theorem 2.4 i plies that 
Thus Remark 2.1 •ves 
p• • . • P 1(3.22) cj = Ei=0(i )(Es). 
So that when we multiply C by ( )-1 we cancel the term p•b(c) in (3.20) but we do 
not change the divisib•ity properties of any of the te•s of higher degree in (3.20)- 
this follows from Lemma 2.1 applied to (3.22), i.e., the divisib•ity prope•ies of the 
coefficients of (3.22). Thus we get 
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C 2 = 1 + paZs+ 1 + pa-lb(c3,) + pa-lZs+ p 
+ pa-222 +"-+ p 22 + 22 . 
s+p 2-1 s+pa- 1_ 1 s+p • 1 
Moreover, at every stage of the n-representation computation of C, the same thing 
happens. In particular we cancel the leading term but do not disturb the divisibility 
properties of any of the terms of higher degree in (3.20). This means that we can see 
the divisibility properties of the exponents found by the n-representation computation 
by just reading them from (3.20). In summary, we find the following 
1 + pa-mXs+ v. 1+ 22s+v for 
m • v< pm+l, v4:pand 0 • m < a; (3.23) Cv=•l + pa-lb(cx) + PaXs+p. 1 + Zs+ p 
for v= p; 
l + 22s+v-1 forv• pa, 
for v- 2,3 ..... n-s+ 1. 
Proceeding in the same manner with the n-representation computation of P as 
given by (3.21), we find that 
l l + pa-mx v + 22v+1 for (3.24) Pv = pm•v(pm+land0•m(a; 1  22v for  • pa, 
for v = 2,3 ..... n. 
It is evident that (3.23) and (3.24) yield the required identities (2.6) and (2.7), 
respectively by virtue of Definition 3.1 and Theorem 2.6. 
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